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Meditation Having Felt and
Forgotten
B Y  M A Y A  C A T H E R I N E  P O P A

after Robert Hass

ALL THE NEW THINKING is about preempting feeling.
In this way, it is incompatible with all the old thinking
but easier to stomach. For instance,
how birds land on water without closing their eyes
doesn’t remind me of how I sought you with an appetite
more pressing than fear. And the year our passion took—
how flat to call it lust, how wrong to call its mimicry love,
when little love was made with which to mistake it.

All the new thinking is about straightening the facts.
Your hands disappeared, water drying over weeks.
I learned that pain’s the lack of place to point to.
Would have made the trade: me for you, us for anything.
Would have said anything over and over, blackberry,
dance party, silverfish, like Typhon imitating voices.
What an unfair tax on time desire is,
a year of spell work to break that staring contest.

All the new thinking is about drugging up
to let go of the mark desire leaves on the body.
The new thinking’s about saying good-bye to the body
flamed into a maddening nothing. You didn’t even die,
was that the problem? Hardly to do with her
or with him. Sometimes I set aside the afternoon
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to relive what feels like caricature: walks under
the George Washington Bridge, neither of us knowing

to enjoy the company. Time’s passed, yes,
left me a diamond of bitterness; I see the water brace
itself for my reflection, circle the stitch where absence
dropped its anchor. But I’m alive and capable
of meditation. Walking through chokecherry trees,
language seems accomplice to grieving, everything
dissolves to make words possible: joy sours,
brevity distends, silence tows its dragline to the finish.

Poem, close your palm: you ask nothing in return.
Think how far you’ve come through afternoons and evenings
when loss seemed to whistle from the manholes,
your hands staining everything with blackberry blood.


